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CONTRIBUTIONS FROM CONJUGACY CLASSES

OF REGULAR ELLIPTIC ELEMENTS IN Sp(zz, Z)

TO THE DIMENSION FORMULA

BY

MINKING EIE1

Abstract. The dimension of the space of cusp forms on the degree n Siegel upper

half-space can be obtained from the Selberg trace formula; in this paper we compute

the contribution from the conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements in Sp(«,Z)

using Weyl's character formula for representations of GL(«, Q.

Introduction. Let Hn be the Siegel upper half-space; specifically,

Hn= [Z cz M„(C)\Z ='Z,Im Z > O).

The real symplectic group of degree 2zz, Sp(zz, R), acts transitively on Hn as a group

of holomorphic automorphisms by the action,

M(Z) = (AZ + B)(CZ + D)~\       M
A   B
C   D

inSp(«,R).

Let Sp(zz, Z) = Sp(zz, R) n M2n(Z) be the full modular subgroup of Sp(zz, R).

Denote by S(k; Sp(«, Z)) the vector space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight k

and degree zz with respect to Sp(zz,Z). (See [6] for the detail of definition.) If

k ^ 2« + 3, k is even when zj is odd and zz > 1, the dimension of S(k; Sp(zz, Z)) over

C is given by Selberg's trace formulas as follows [3];

dimcS(k;Sp(n,Z)) = C(k,n)fY,KM(Z,zyk(detY)k "  ldXdY,
jFm

where

(1)
K-l

-n(n + l)/2 T-f r    , n - IC(/c,zz) = 2-"(277r("+1)/2nrf/V
,=o   \

n-1

nrU-zz + l
1=0   V ¿>

-1

(2) F is a fundamental domain on Hn for Sp(zz, Z),

(3) in the summation, M ranges over all matrices [¡Í BD] in Sp(zz, Z)/{ ±1} and

KM(Z, Z) = det[(l/2z)(Z - M(Z))] det (CZ + D) .

An element M of Sp(zi,Z) is regular elhptic if M has an isolated fixed point on

Hn. Let AZ be a regular elhptic element of Sp(zz, Z). Then the fixed point of M can be
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transformed into the point iE of Hn by an action of Sp(zz, R). Here E is the identity

of the matrix ring AZ„(C). Note that the isotropy group of iE in Sp(zz, R) is U(n), the

zz X zz unitary group, via the identification

p   Q]
-Q     ?]-' + »•

Hence M is conjugate in Sp(zz,R) to an element [_BB] with A + Bi in U(n).

Furthermore, we can assume A + Bi is a diagonal matrix since every unitary matrix

can be diagonalized by a conjugation of a unitary matrix. Since Sp(n, Z) is discrete

and U(n) is compact, it follows that M is an element of finite order. Thus the

eigenvalues of A + Bi are roots of unity. Also, the centralizer CMZ of M in

Sp(«, Z)/{ ± 1} is a group of finite order.

On the other hand, let Af e Sp(zz,Z) be conjugate in Sp(zz,R) to [_BB] with

U = A + Bi in U(n), and U have eigenvalues A,, A2,... ,Xn; X¡X¡ ¥= I for 1 < i < j

^ zz. Then the set of fixed points of M is isomorphic to

Q = [W e D„\ UW'U = W)

under the Cayley transform which maps Hn biholomorphically onto the generalized

disc Dn defined by Dn: W ='W G AZ„(C), E - W'W > 0. Note that ß is isomorphic

to

ti'={W= [w,j] cz D„\ (1 - X,Xj) wu = 0 for all i, j )

which is a single point 0 because 1 - A,-A , # 0 for all z, j. Consequently, the set of

fixed points of M is a single point and hence M is a regular elliptic element of

Sp(zz, Z). This proves that the following statements are equivalent:

(1) M is a regular elliptic element of Sp(zz, Z).

(2) M cz Sp(n, Z) and has an isolated fixed point on Hn.

(3) MczSp(n,Z) and is conjugate in Sp(zz,R) to [_ABB] with A + Bi =

diag[A,, A2,...,An] e U(n); X, (i = 1,2,...,«) are roots of unity and A,Ay =t- 1 for

all i, j.
In this paper, we shall prove the following Theorem with which we can compute

the contribution from conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements in Sp(zz,Z) for

general n.

Theorem. Suppose M cz Sp(zz, Z) is conjugate in Sp(zz, R) to [_B B] with U = A + Bi

in U(n) and U has eigenvalues Xx, X2,... ,A„; A,A; ¥= 1 for 1 < i <y < «. Then the

contribution to dimcS(k; Sp(zz,Z)) (k > 4, k is even if n is odd) of elements in

Sp(n, Z) which are conjugate in Sp(n, Z)/{ ±1} to M is given by

N{M) = \CM^f\Xk,    TI     (l-X^j)'\
/ = 1      l<i</'<n

where CM z is the centralizer of M in Sp( zz, Z)/ {± 1} and \ CMZ \ is its order.
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1. Convergence of the series.

Lemma 1 [4]. Suppose E is the n X n identity matrix and Z, W are n X n symmetric

matrix variables satisfying E - Z'Z > 0 and E - W'W > 0. Then

det(E - Z'Z)det(E - W'W) < |det(£ - Z'W)\2.

The equality holds only when Z = W.

With this lemma, we are able to prove

Proposition. For k > n and an element M of finite order in Sp(zz, Z) such that M

has an isolated fixed point on Hn, we have:

(1) JHti\KM(Z, Z)|-*(det Y)k-"-ydZ is convergent,

(2) the contribution of elements in Sp(zz, Z) which are conjugate in Sp(zz, Z)/{ +1} to

M is given by

N{M] = C(k,n)\CM,z\-lf KM(Z,Z)-k(detY)k-"'XdZ.
"n

Proof. Since M is conjugate in Sp(zz,R) to an element [_BA] with U = A + iB =

diag[A,, X2,...,X„], A,/\, ¥= 1, we may assume M = [_BB] in the computation of

KM(Z, Z). Then under the Cayley transform Z = i(E + W)(E - W)~\ the in-

tegral in (1) is transformed into

2„(n+1)f  det(E-WW)k^"-ldW

Jd„    \det(E-'UWUW)\k    '

where Dn is the generalized disc defined by

Dn: W='WczMn(C),   E-W'W>0.

For k > zz, we have

f  det(£- WW)k  "  ldW < oo.

To prove the integral is convergent, it suffices to prove that det(ZJ -'UWUW) # 0

if E - W'W > 0. Suppose on the contrary that det(£ - 'ÜWÜW) = 0; then Lemma

1 with Z = 'ÜWÜ implies det(Zi - WW) = 0 and 'ÜWÜ = W. Let W = [wtj]; then
'JjwV = W implies (1 -"\,Ä7>,7 = 0- Since 1 - X~Xj * 0 for all i, j; this forces

W = 0 which contradicts det(£ - WW) = 0. Hence det(£ -'ÜWÜW) * 0 for all

E - WW > 0 and (1) follows.

To prove (2), we use the notation

K (Z, Z) - det
¿(Z-T(Z))

det (CXZ + Dx)    if y
Ax     Bx

Cx     Dx
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According to the Selberg trace formula, the contribution is given by

N{M] = C(k,n)f       £       KM¡MMi-,(Z,Z)'k(detY)k-"-1dZ

FM^r„/cMZ

= C(k,n)-\CMX\-1f   £   KMiMM{l(Z,Z)'k(detY)k—1dZ.

Here Tn = Sp(zz,Z)/( ±1} is the projective full modular subgroup of Sp(zz,R). Note

that

/  E \KMiMM-,(z,z)\-k(detY)k~"-ldz
FM^T„

= [ \KM(Z,Z)\-k(detY)k"~ldZ < +00.
JH„

Thus, we can exchange the order of integration and summation, so our assertion in

(2) follows.

2. Proof of the Theorem. To prove the Theorem, we need the following two

lemmas.

Lemma 2 (Theorem 3-3 in [7]). Suppose that {^¡(W)}, i = 1,2,...,«,..., is an

orthonomal base of the Hilbert space H2(k, Dn) with k > 4. Then

00 _

2"(n+1)C(zc,/z)det(Zi - ZW)~k = £ t/*,(Z) ^,(W) .

í=i

/Zm> Z>„: W ='W cz M„(C), £ - WW > 0, and H2(k, Dn) is the space of holomor-

phic functions f defined on Dn satisfying

[ det(E- WW)k~"~1\f(W)\2 dW < oo.

Lemma 3 (Theorem 5 in III of [4]). Let f = [fx, f2,...,f„] be n-tuple integers such

that fi>f2> ■■■ >fn^0 and £ = [£,, |2,...,£„] with |£,.| < 1. Suppose that

M2f(i) = det[è2f'+"-J]andO < t < I. Then

ZM2fu)t^+-^ = na, - tino- - *¿j)~l.
f i<J '<J

Proof of the Theorem. We divide the proof into the following steps.

Sie/? I. Since M has only isolated fixed points and CMZ is a discrete subgroup of

the stabilizer of the fixed point, CMZ is a group of finite order. The contribution of

the conjugacy class represented by M to the dimension formula is

N[M] = C(k,n)\CMtZ\-1 f KM(Z,Z)-k(detY)k-"'1dXdY,
JH„

with

KM(Z,Z) = det \\Z- (AZ + B)(-BZ + A)'1 )  det (-BZ + A) .
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Step II. With the Cayley transform Z = i(E + W)(E - W)~\ the half-space H„

is transformed into the generalized disc Dn as defined in Lemma 2. Also we have

KM(Z, Z) = det yt(ZBZ-ZA + AZ +B)

= det[(E - W)~\U - WVW)(E - W)'1}

and

(dety)""_1¿Aí/y=2"("+1)det[(Zi'- W)~\e - WW)(E - W)'1]'"'1 dW.

Hence we can express N, MX as

N      _wt -vi-e-n,,^     ,-iz- det(E - WW)k-"-1 dW
1{M) = C(k,n)2»^\CM^j

det(U- WUW)k

C(k,n)2n(n+X) r det(E- WW)k~"~ldW

L|CMZ|(det U)   jd„    det(E -'UWUW)

There exists a unitary matrix V such that 'VUV = diag[\,, A2,...,A„]. With the

transformation W -» VW'V, we get

C{k.n)l^iia(E-WWr^äW        v,_tfuv
\CMZ\(detU)kJD„ det(E-'U'WU'W)k

Hence we can assume that U is a diagonal matrix in the beginning. Note that the

operation of U on D„ is W -» LWi/ = [A,^].

Siep III. For each «-tuple/ = [/,, /2,... ,/„] of integers/, > f2> ••■ > /„ > 0, we

let A2j denote the irreducible unitary representation of GL„(C) on the Hilbert space

H corresponding to the highest weight

X2f(diag[ax,a2,...,an]) = a2f>ajfi ■■■ a2/-.

Then H is a finite dimension vector space of dimension

N[2f] = U(2fi-2fJ+j-i).

Furthermore, H is spanned by homogeneous polynomial functions in «(« + l)/2

variables of degree/, + f2+ •••+/„. Let $2%W), i = 1,2,...,N[2f], be an ortho-

nomal base of H, which consist of homogeneous polynomial functions. By Hua's

argument (p. 234 of [4]), {4>2}} is an orthonomal base of H2(k, D„) when 2/ranges

over all «-tuples of nonnegative even integers 2fx > 2/2 > • • • > 2fn ^ 0. Conse-

quently, we have the decomposition of the kernel

N[2f] _

C(k, n)2"(n+1)det(E -'UWUWyk = Y,  £ i2i}('UWU)i2°f(W),
f   r-l

by Lemma 2. When W is transformed into 'UWU, we have

^}('ÜWÜ) = A2f(U){^}(W))    îori = I,2,...,N.
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Let N,M.(tU) be the integral with Ureplaced by tU(0 < t < I). Then we have

N,
[M]

UmNM)(tU)
r-»l

by continuity and NrMX(tU) can be expressed as the series

N{M)(tU) = \CMX\-xf\(tX,yk( det(E- WW)k-'"1
1 = 1 JD„

N[2f]

x£   £ A2f(tU)(^}(W))-Wf(W)dW
!   >=i

\CM.z\-1ñ(^iyklLTraceA2f(tÜ)
; = 1

which is convergent when 0 < t < 1 we shall see soon. Here we use the identity

Í det(j
J n

.k-n-1
N[2f]

E-WW)K''  '  £ /42/(/<7)(^2,;(H/))^2/;(H/)rfW/=Tracey42/(i(7)
'A, ( = 1

which  follows  from   the  orthonormality  of   {\p2}(W)},   i = I,2,...,N[2f],   in

H2(k; Dn) for k > 4.

Now choose positive numbers e,, e2,... ,e„ so that Yli+j(e¡k¡ - e\¡) ¥= 0 and let

Ut = diag^A,, e2X2,...,enXn]. The character formula of Hermann Weyl (Theorem

1.2, Chapter VI of [1]) tells us

Y\{te¡\t - tBJKj) • TraceA2f(tÜe) = M2f(Üe)th+f^-+l"tn("-1)/2.

By Lemma 3, we get

N{M](wt) = \cM^\-lY\(te,x,ykl\^ - tt^tjkj)'1.
i = \ /</

As t and e, (z = 1,2,...,«) approach 1, we get

NI M = \cM,z\-imk n (i-w
(=1      l</</<n

This proves our Theorem.

3. Application. There are three conjugacy classes of regular elhptic elements in

PSL2(Z) = SL2(Z)/{ ±1), represented by

0    1
-1    0

1    1
-1     0 and

Their total contributions to the dimension formula with respect to SL2(Z) is

i(-0* + i(P* + Pk- Pk~2 - Pk~2),      P = e"//3.

Combining this with the contribution from identity and conjugacy classes repre-

sented by [g"], zz a nonzero integer, we get that the dimension for the vector space of

cusp forms of degree 1 and weight k (k even, k > 4) with respect to SL2(Z) is

dimcS(zV;SL2(Z))
k - I      1  . 1,  .x* . 1,      . _*

12 - 7+_■(-')* + *(/ + ?
„Zc-2 !)-
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It is more complicated for the case of degree two. By the computation in [2], there

are 22 conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements in Sp(2, Z) and the total

contribution from these conjugacy classes is Nx + N2 with

/r73-3 x [1131,229,-229,-1131,427,-571,123,

Nx=l -203,203,-123,571,-427]

{ iik= [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11] (mod 12);

[   5"1     ifzV = 0(mod5),

Ar2 = \-5"1    if it s 3 (mod 5),

\  0       otherwise.

Here Nx is the total contribution from regular elliptic conjugacy classes except

conjugacy classes of order 5 and N2 is the total contributions from conjugacy classes

of order 5.

Let iV3 and N4 be the contribution from conjugacy classes in Sp(2, Z), represented

by elements of the form

a    0    b    *

*     I     *     *

c    0    d    *

.0001

respectively. Then by the computation in [2], we get

2"53"3 x[17* - 294,-25* + 325,-25/V + 254,

17zc - 261,17* - 86, -k + 53, -k - 42,
-Ik + 91,-Ik + 2,-zc - 27,-k + 166,17* - 181],

if   k= [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11] (mod 12)

and

Í2-73-35-,(2zc3 + %k2 _ 52k_ 323-Q if/Vis even,

4     |2-73"35-1(2/c3 - 114*2 + 2018ZC- 9051)    if A: is odd.

Consequently, we can write the dimension formula for the cusp forms of degree two

and weight k (k > 4) as

dimc S(k; Sp(2, Z)) = Nx + N2 + N2 + N4.
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